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Introduction

Despite the achievement of a “complete remission” following therapy, patients
with acute myeloid leukemia (AML) remain at risk of relapse because of the per-
sistence of disease that is not detected by conventional cytomorphological meth-
ods.1 Risk stratification of such patients is possible based on tests designed to
detect this residual leukemic burden (termed measurable residual disease; MRD).1-
6 The importance of MRD testing in AML for prognostic risk stratification has
become increasingly evident, such that the AML response criteria were substan-
tively updated in 2017 by the introduction of the category of complete remission
without MRD.4

A variety of technologies, such as real-time quantitative polymerase chain reac-
tion (qPCR) analysis and flow cytometry, focusing on the identification of recur-
rent molecular abnormalities or leukemia-associated immune phenotypes, have
been developed for MRD detection in AML.7 The mutational and clonal hetero-
geneity of AML provides a wide variety of targets for molecular MRD tracking,

Great effort is spent on developing therapies to improve the dire
outcomes of those diagnosed with acute myeloid leukemia. The
methods for quantifying response to therapeutic intervention

have however lacked sensitivity. Patients achieving a complete remission
as defined by conventional cytomorphological methods therefore
remain at risk of subsequent relapse due to disease persistence.
Improved risk stratification is possible based on tests designed to detect
this residual leukemic burden (measurable residual disease). However,
acute myeloid leukemia is a genetically diverse set of diseases, which has
made it difficult to develop a single, highly reproducible, and sensitive
assay for measurable residual disease. Here we present the development
of a digital targeted RNA-sequencing-based approach designed to over-
come these limitations by detecting all newly approved European
LeukemiaNet molecular targets for measurable residual disease in acute
myeloid leukemia in a single standardized assay. Iterative modifications
and novel bioinformatics approaches resulted in a greater than 100-fold
increase in performance compared with commercially available targeted
RNA-sequencing approaches and a limit of detection as low as one
leukemic cell in 100,000 cells measured, which is comparable to quanti-
tative polymerase chain reaction analysis, the current gold standard for
the detection of measurable residual disease. This assay, which can be
customized and expanded, is the first demonstrated use of high-sensitiv-
ity RNA-sequencing for measurable residual disease detection in acute
myeloid leukemia and could serve as a broadly applicable standardized
tool.
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however not all targets can reliably serve as a surrogate of
disease burden. For example, mutations found in
preleukemic founder clones can persist at significant lev-
els even during complete remission8-11 and have also been
observed in healthy individuals without hematologic
malignancies with increasing age.12-15 To help harmonize
AML MRD detection efforts, the European LeukemiaNet
(ELN) recently released consensus guidelines for MRD
detection in AML, including recommended markers.6
Despite advances in the field, it has remained difficult

to develop a single MRD detection assay which is highly
reproducible and sensitive, has limited operator depend-
ence, and is capable of quantifying multiple targets simul-
taneously. To overcome these limitations, we developed
a multi-gene, targeted RNA-sequencing-based method for
the sensitive detection and quantification of MRD in
AML, which we present here. This novel assay has a min-
imal sequencing budget requirement and outperforms a
commercially available, conventional myeloid-targeted
RNA-sequencing assay. It has a demonstrated limit of
detection as low as one leukemic cell in 100,000 cells
measured, so its performance equals that of current gold-
standard, single-target qPCR MRD assays.

Methods

Cell lines and clinical samples
Leukemia cell lines positive for fusion genes targeted by the

AML MRD panel were cultured according to the supplier’s
guidelines. Peripheral blood samples were collected from a
healthy adult donor and from a 46-year old female with mono-
cytic AML who underwent myeloablative matched related
donor allogeneic stem cell transplantation (NHLBI protocol # 07-
H-0113). Additional samples from patients were collected in
local institutional review board-approved biobanking protocols
by collaborators. The samples were processed and RNA isolated
as described in the Online Supplementary Appendix.

Preparation and analysis of targeted RNA-sequencing
libraries for acute myeloid leukemia measurable 
residual disease detection
Targeted RNA-sequencing libraries were prepared and

sequenced as described in the Online Supplementary Appendix. In
short, unique molecular identifier (UMI) assignment and com-
plementary DNA (cDNA) generation were performed on 250 ng
of RNA using the SuperScript IV First Strand Synthesis System
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and a pool of 100 nM of each
barcoded (BC) primer. The barcoded cDNA was subjected to
eight cycles of amplification with a pool of 100 nM of each lim-
ited amplification (LA) primer and 600 nM RS2 primer, followed
by final library amplification and sample indexing. Single-end
150 bp sequencing was performed on a Miseq or Hiseq 2500
platform (Illumina) using the QIAseq Read 1 Primer 1 custom
primer (Qiagen, Germany). Raw sequencing FASTQ files were
processed, aligned, and panel targets called as outlined in the
Online Supplementary Appendix.

Real-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction
Expression of the “type A” mutation of the nucleophosmin

gene (NPM1 mutA) and the RUNX1-RUNX1T1 fusion gene was
determined for cell dilutions and patient samples by qPCR using
the ipsogen NPM1 mutA MutaQuant kit (Qiagen, cat# 677513) or
ipsogen RUNX1-RUNX1T1 kit (Qiagen, cat# 675013), respective-
ly, according to the manufacturer’s instructions, and the Rotor-

Gene Q 5plex HRM (Qiagen). A standard curve for each gene
was obtained from the plasmid serial dilutions and used to cal-
culate the copy number for each sample. A patient’s sample was
considered positive for NPM1mutA or RUNX1-RUNX1T1 if the
copy number detected was contained within the standard curve
and the water control was negative.

Digital droplet polymerase chain reaction
CBFB-MYH11 type A expression was determined with digital

droplet PCR (ddPCR) by converting the established European
Against Cancer (EAC) assay for CBFB-MYH11 type A to the
Raindance platform (RainDance Technologies, Billerica, MA,
USA), as described in the Online Supplementary Appendix.

ArcherDx Myeloid FusionPlex library preparation and
analysis
Anchored multiplex PCR-based enrichment RNA-sequencing

libraries were generated from 250 ng of RNA using the ArcherDx
Myeloid FusionPlex assay for Illumina (ArcherDx, Boulder, CO,
USA) and analyzed using Archer Analysis software version 5.1.3,
as described in the Online Supplementary Appendix.

Statistical analysis
Data were analyzed using Prism statistical software (v.7.0b,

GraphPad software, La Jolla, CA, USA).

Results

Targeted RNA-sequencing panel target selection 
for acute myeloid leukemia measurable residual 
disease detection
Targets for this multi-gene RNA-sequencing panel were

chosen from those recommended for AML MRD detection
by the ELN6 and for which standardized qPCR assays for
MRD detection have already been well established5,16-19
(Figure 1A). These targets include: (i) recurrent chimeric
fusion transcripts PML-RARA, CBFB-MYH11, RUNX1-
RUNX1T1, and BCR-ABL1, present in 20.8% of AML
patients in The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) dataset;20 (ii)
the recurrent insertion site in exon 12 of NPM1, which is
found in an additional 27.2% of patients; and lastly (iii)
aberrant expression of WT1 and PRAME transcripts, which
may be used for MRD detection for up to another 20.2%
of patients not covered by the preferred fusion or mutated
NPM1 targets. Based on the TCGA AML cohort, WT1 and
PRAME could also serve as a secondary tracking target, for
orthogonal validation, in over 80% of those patients who
also express fusion or NPM1mutant transcripts. Similar to
the established qPCR assays, wild-type ABL1 transcript
expression was included as a normalizing control.16

Development of the targeted RNA-sequencing 
method for acute myeloid leukemia measurable
residual disease detection
In developing a targeted RNA-sequencing strategy that

would be optimal for MRD detection, we took into
account several important factors including: (i) the need to
optimize target capture efficiency while minimizing the
amount of RNA required, as this resource is often limited
when dealing with patient specimens; (ii) the incorpora-
tion of strategies for the digital quantification of tran-
scripts; (iii) the need to minimize sequencing burden; and
(iv) the generation of a workflow that is simple, efficient,
and easy to adopt.
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The final assay design addresses these factors by utiliz-
ing a pool of target-specific primers containing 12
nucleotide UMIs (Online Supplementary Table S1) which
capture and individually tag RNA molecules of interest
during reverse transcription, followed by targeted PCR of
the barcoded cDNA, and library construction (Figure 1B).
Unlike most targeted RNA-sequencing approaches, this
simplified design reduces protocol steps while maximiz-
ing utilization of the RNA input by performing target
enrichment during the reverse transcription step, as
opposed to after cDNA generation. The concurrent addi-
tion of molecular barcodes during this first step also
allows for a digital output, increasing the accuracy of tran-
script quantification. Additionally, the amplicon-based
enrichment design for fusion detection limits the sequenc-
ing requirements, since only fusion transcripts and not
wild-type transcripts, will be amplified. Finally, with a
total of only three steps, the hands-on time is minimized,
allowing for the entire protocol to be completed in less
than a day.

Validation of assay performance and limit of detection
To assess the sensitivity and dynamic range of the AML

MRD RNA-sequencing panel, cell lines expressing fusion
transcripts or patient cells positive for the NPM1 mutA
insertion mutation (94% blasts) were serially diluted (1:10
to 1:100,000) into healthy adult donor peripheral blood
mononuclear cells and RNA was isolated. A total of 250 ng
of RNA from each dilution was subjected to targeted
RNA-sequencing library preparation and sequencing.

Sequencing files were processed by extracting the UMI
from each read, alignment to the human genome, and
clustering of sequences which correspond to the intended
panel targets (Online Supplementary Figure S1). Targets
were quantified by the number of unique UMIs, with a
library-specific UMI cutoff value established to eliminate
background due to sequencing errors (Online
Supplementary Figure S2).
The expression of all assay targets exhibited significant

correlation (linear regression r2 ≥0.97) and leukemic cells
could be detected at a level as low as one leukemic cell in
100,000 healthy donor cells (Figure 2). For the fusion and
mutated NPM1 transcripts, detection sensitivity was
between 1:10,000 to 1:100,000. Many of the cell lines
expressing fusion transcripts also displayed aberrant WT1
and/or PRAME transcript expression, which was also
highly correlated and for which the assay showed varying
degrees of sensitivity, ranging from 1:1,000 to 1:100,000.
Detection of all targets was highly reproducible across
replicates.

Determination of assay sequencing requirements
Variations in sequencing depth depending on the

leukemic burden present in a sample and baseline error
rates between sequencing platforms are important ele-
ments which can affect assay performance and reliability.
Additionally, sequencing read requirements play an impor-
tant role in the feasibility of assay adaptation into practice.
To address these factors, we first examined the impact

of sequencing depth and platform on assay detection met-
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Figure 1.  The targeted RNA-sequencing assay for measurable residual disease detection can be applied to over two-thirds of patients with acute myeloid leukemia.
(A) The acute myeloid leukemia (AML) measurable residual disease (MRD) RNA-sequencing assay comprises eight targets, including insertion mutations, fusion tran-
scripts, and wild-type transcript expression. The frequency of each target was determined using AML cases in The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) for whom clinical infor-
mation, mutation analysis, and RNA-sequencing data were available (n=173). The expression of insertions and fusion transcripts was evaluated first. For the remaining
patients, WT1 and PRAME wild-type transcript overexpression was evaluated and defined as overexpressed if greater than the mean of the entire cohort. (B) The AML
MRD RNA-sequencing assay begins with targeted reverse transcription utilizing a pool of primers consisting of a gene-specific region (GSP1), random 12-nucleotide
unique molecular identifier (UMI), and conserved sequence region (RS2) per target. The resulting barcoded complementary DNA (cDNA) is subjected to limited ampli-
fication using a reverse primer complementary to the RS2 sequence and a pool of forward primers consisting of a gene-specific region (GSP2) and conserved sequence
region (FS2) per target. The targeted amplicons are then subjected to amplification, library construction, and sample indexing for Illumina sequencing.
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rics. A set of libraries generated on a serial dilution of K562
cells (positive for BCR-ABL1 p210 fusion transcript, WT1,
and PRAME expression) in normal healthy peripheral
blood mononuclear cells were subjected to sequencing on
both the Illumina MiSeq and HiSeq 2500 platforms at an
average depth of 3.6 million and 38.6 million reads,
respectively. Regardless of platform or sequencing depth,
the ratio of each target relative to ABL1 expression was
highly reproducible and significantly correlated (Pearson
correlation r = 1.00) (Online Supplementary Figure S3), con-
firming the robustness of the bioinformatics pipeline
across different depths and sequencers.
Next, we determined the minimum number of reads

necessary to retain assay sensitivity across the dynamic
range. To do so, libraries obtained from the serial dilution
of K562 cells or NPM1mutA patient cells in healthy donor
peripheral blood mononuclear cells were down-sampled
stepwise and separately subjected to the bioinformatics
pipeline (Online Supplementary Figure S4). We determined
that as few as 1 million reads are needed for the detection

of fusion transcripts and 3 million reads for the detection
of NPM1 insertion mutations (due to high wild-type
NPM1 transcript expression). Thus, with a minimal
sequencing read requirement equivalent to a micro or
nano flow cell on the MiSeq platform, this assay is able to
retain up to a 5-log dynamic range.

Comparison of the performance of the study assay 
with that of current gold-standard, single-target
methodologies
Next, we compared the performance of the AML MRD

RNA-sequencing panel to that of the current gold-stan-
dard qPCR assays for single-mutation MRD detection.
The same RNA from the serial dilution of positive control
cell lines used to generate targeted RNA-sequencing
libraries was assessed by qPCR or ddPCR for NPM1mutA
(Figure 3A), RUNX1-RUNX1T1 (Figure 3B), or CBFB-
MYH11 type A (Figure 3C) mutations. Across all three
mutations, a comparable limit of detection was observed
for both qPCR and ddPCR (right graph) compared to tar-
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Figure 2. Evaluation of assay performance by target. Cell lines or patient cells positive for assay targets (A) PML-RARA, (B) CBFB-MYH11, (C) RUNX1-RUNX1T1, (D)
BCR-ABL1 p210 isoform, (E) BCR-ABL1 p190 isoform, (F) PRAME, (G) WT-1, and (H) NPM1 mutA insertion mutation were serially diluted in peripheral blood mononu-
clear cells from a normal healthy individual and RNA was isolated. The resulting RNA was subjected to acute myeloid leukemia (AML) measurable residual disease
(MRD) RNA-sequencing library preparation and sequencing. The data are presented as a ratio of the number of target copies/ABL1 copies (log10) on the y-axis and
the cell dilution (-log10) on the x-axis. Each data point represents two replicates, except NPM1 mutA (n=1), and error bars represent the standard deviation. A linear
regression was calculated for each dilution series (excluding the 100% leukemia samples and any samples for which the target was not detected) and the coefficient
of determination (r2) indicated in the graph area. NPM1 mutA data were normalized to either (H) ABL1 copies or (I) wild-type NPM1 copies, both of which exhibited
similar results and a strong correlation. If background values were detected in the normal healthy individual, an average of the two libraries sequenced is represented
as a dashed line.
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geted RNA-sequencing (left graph), thus confirming that
the AML MRD RNA-sequencing assay on its own serves
as an adequate replacement for current, single-target MRD
detection assays.

Comparison of the performance of the study assay 
with that of a commercially available myeloid targeted
RNA-sequencing assay
The Myeloid FusionPlex assay from ArcherDx is a com-

mercially available targeted RNA-sequenced assay which
also utilizes molecular barcodes and is designed to detect
and identify fusions, point mutations, and expression level
changes in a panel of 84 genes associated with malignan-
cies of myeloid origin. In contrast to the assay presented
here, the FusionPlex technology utilizes an anchored mul-
tiplex-PCR enrichment (AMP-E) approach, which is
intended for fusion discovery in a bulk tumor setting.
The performance of the Myeloid FusionPlex assay for

the detection of MRD was assessed for NPM1 mutA and
CBFB-MYH11 mutations using 250 ng of the same RNA

as used in the AML MRD RNA-sequencing assay. We con-
firmed that the Myeloid FusionPlex assay can detect these
mutations, but at varying frequencies (Online
Supplementary Table S2). Compared to the Myeloid
FusionPlex assay, our AML MRD RNA-sequencing assay
exhibits a 1,000-fold increased limit of detection for
NPM1 mutA and 100-fold increased limit of detection for
CBFB-MYH11 (Figure 4), indicating that our assay out-
performs a commercially available targeted RNA-sequenc-
ing assay for MRD-level detection in AML.

Validation of assay performance in patient specimens
Finally, we examined the performance of the AML

MRD RNA-sequencing assay applied to patient samples.
RNA was isolated from diagnostic peripheral blood or
bone marrow samples of patients clinically annotated to
harbor mutations included in our assay and assessed the
samples by AML MRD targeted RNA-sequencing. In all
cases, the annotated mutation was detectable using our
assay (Table 1). For NPM1 mutA and RUNX1-RUNX1T1-
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Figure 3. Comparison of the per-
formance of the acute myeloid
leukemia measurable residual
disease targeted RNA-sequenc-
ing assay with that of current
gold-standard, single-target
methodologies. Gold-standard
quantitative real-time poly-
merase chain reaction (qPCR) or
digital droplet polymerase chain
reaction (ddPCR) (right) tech-
niques performed on the serial
dilution samples for (A) NPM1
mutA, (B) RUNX1-RUNX1T1, and
(C) CBFB-MYH11 exhibited com-
parable performance to that of
the acute myeloid leukemia
(AML) measurable residual dis-
ease (MRD) targeted RNA-
sequencing (RNA-seq) tech-
nique (left). The data are pre-
sented as a ratio of the number
of target copies/ABL1 copies
(log10) on the y-axis and the cell
dilution (-log10) on the x-axis. A
linear regression was calculated
for each dilution series (exclud-
ing the 100% leukemia samples
and any samples for which the
target was not detected) and the
coefficient of determination (r2)
indicated in the graph area. 
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positive patient samples, we also confirmed the
detectability of these mutations by qPCR (Online
Supplementary Table S3). Furthermore, using our AML
MRD RNA-sequencing assay we were able to specifically
define the isoform present in each sample, including the
rarer CBFB-MYH11 type D isoform (Online Supplementary
Figure S5), and to identify the overexpression of WT1 or
PRAME as potential secondary tracking targets (Table 1).
To test the ability of this assay to track disease burden

in a patient and detect relapse relative to standard clinical
assessments, we performed AML MRD targeted RNA-
sequencing on RNA isolated from peripheral blood
mononuclear cells of an NPM1 mutA-positive AML
patient at various time-points during treatment. NPM1
mutA transcripts were detected at the time of pathological
cytomorphological complete remission prior to allogenic
stem cell transplantation. While NPM1 mutA transcript
expression was not detected immediately after transplan-
tation, an increase in NPM1mutA transcript was detected
at two subsequent time-points, up to 3 months prior to
clinical relapse (Figure 5).
Collectively, these findings confirm that the AML MRD

targeted RNA-sequencing assay can identify all of the
included targets in both peripheral blood and bone mar-

row from patients harboring these mutations and is capa-
ble of detecting MRD in patient samples during clinical
complete remission.

Discussion

Here we present the development of a targeted RNA-
sequencing method for the detection and measurement of
MRD in AML. This assay, which can cover over two-
thirds of patients in a single standardized assay (Figure 1),
is highly specific, sensitive, and resilient to variations in
sequencing depth and platform used during data collec-
tion.  MRD status is now integrated into response criteria
for AML,4 with ELN consensus guidelines for measure-
ment now available.6 The assay presented here detects all
of the molecular targets included in these guidelines. 
To date, molecular MRD detection in AML has primari-

ly focused on single target qPCR assays.18 The use of next-
generation sequencing for AML MRD detection has begun
to emerge but has primarily focused on DNA as the start-
ing material.21-27 Several features of the AML MRD RNA-
sequencing assay presented here in theory make it ideal
for MRD detection, including: (i) the use of next-genera-
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Figure 4.  Comparison of the performance of the acute myeloid leukemia measurable residual disease targeted RNA-sequencing assay to that of the commercially
available Myeloid FusionPlex assay. NPM1 mutA and CBFB-MYH11 serial dilution samples were analyzed using the ArcherDx Myeloid FusionPlex assay. The ratio of
target copies/ABL1 copies (log10) is plotted on the y-axis and the cell dilution (-log10) on the x-axis for both the National Institutes of Health acute myeloid leukemia
measurable residual disease targeted RNA-sequencing assay (NIH AML MRD RNA-Seq) (blue) and the Myeloid FusionPlex assay (red). The shaded areas indicate the
cell dilution frequencies in which the mutation was detectable by both methodologies.

Table 1. Validation of mutation detection in diagnostic patient samples by acute myeloid leukemia measurable residual disease targeted RNA-
sequencing.
Patient      Sample type                      Annotated mutation                   Mutation detected by RNA-seq                Gene expression detected by RNA-seq

A                            PB                                              NPM1mut                                                   NPM1mutA                                                               WT1, PRAME
B                           BM                                             NPM1mut                                                   NPM1mutA                                                                      WT1
C                           PB                                              NPM1mut                                                   NPM1mutA                                                               WT1, PRAME
D                           PB                                       RUNX1-RUNX1T1                                        RUNX1-RUNX1T1                                                          WT1, PRAME
E                           BM                                             PML-RARA                                                PML-RARA bcr1                                                            WT1, PRAME
F                           BM                                             PML-RARA                                                PML-RARA bcr1                                                            WT1, PRAME
G                          BM                                             PML-RARA                                                PML-RARA bcr3                                                                   WT1
H                          BM                                         BCR-ABL1 p210                                            BCR-ABL1 p210                                                            WT1, PRAME
I                            BM                                         BCR-ABL1 p210                                            BCR-ABL1 p210                                                                   WT1
J                            BM                                          CBFB-MYH11                                        CBFB-MYH11 type D                                                       WT1, PRAME
RNA-seq: RNA-sequencing; PB: peripheral blood; BM: bone marrow.



tion sequencing allows for both target multiplexing and
flexibility in identifying mutations that could vary
between patients (variations in fusion breakpoints or
insertion sequences, etc.); (ii) use of primers targeting
recurrent AML abnormalities greatly increases the sensi-
tivity of the assay over bulk RNA- or DNA-sequencing;
(iii) RNA as the starting material allows for the simultane-
ous examination of mutations/fusions and changes in
transcript expression; (iv) RNA increases the limit of
detection over that provided by DNA if the transcript is
expressed at a level greater than the genomic equivalent
per cell; (v) UMIs allow for the absolute quantification of
target levels; and (vi) targeted primers during reverse tran-
scription increase the limit of detection and allow for effi-
cient use of the starting material. However, it is conceiv-
able that this RNA-sequencing assay could be comple-
mented in the future by the use of a DNA-based AML
MRD next-generation sequencing approach (tracking, for
example, somatic mutations in TP53, IDH1, IDH2, FLT3,
etc.) which together would allow coverage of almost all
cases of AML.
Utilizing cell lines and patient samples expressing the

targets included in our assay, we demonstrated that the
AML MRD RNA-sequencing assay has a sensitivity for
residual disease detection down to as low as 1 in 100,000
cells (Figure 2). Importantly, this detection limit is well
below the threshold of 1 in 1,000 cells currently suggested
by the ELN MRD consortium6 and is comparable to that
of the gold standard single-target molecular techniques
(Figure 3). Furthermore, due to the MRD-focused design
of our assay, it can achieve up to a 1,000-fold greater sen-
sitivity than that of the most similar targeted RNA-
sequencing assay for myeloid malignancies available on
the commercial market (Figure 4). However, since RNA
expression levels can vary from one patient to another, it
is important to note that sensitivity levels can vary and a
detection limit of 1 in 100,000 cells may not always be
attainable. This is a general difficulty affecting all RNA-
based methods of MRD detection, including qPCR, and is
reflected in the recommendation that molecular relapse be

determined by the progression of trends across multiple
time-points in an individual patient rather than by a single
landmark assessment.6
Several important considerations for the clinical utility of

an MRD assay include sample input requirements, cost,
time, and ease of assay adaptation. Each of these factors
were considered in the assay design. The use of targeted
primers and the addition of UMIs during the reverse tran-
scription step allow for maximal usage of the starting mate-
rial while simplifying the workflow (Figure 1B), which can
be completed in a single day and is easy to adopt and/or
automate. Additionally, with a minimal sequencing require-
ment of only 1-3 million reads (Online Supplementary Figure
S4), a single patient sample can be assessed for immediate
results or multiplexed on larger scale runs to minimize costs
(Online Supplementary Table S4). Importantly, this multiplex
assay and analytic workflow is both flexible and expand-
able. The design allows for all targets to be screened at diag-
nosis, with the ability to tailor analysis to a subset of
patient-specific targets at later time-points to further mini-
mize sequencing costs. Additional targets can easily be
added to the assay design, potentially allowing for the
detection of other AML MRD markers, chimerism,28,29 and
HLA loss30 for those poor-risk AML patients who are not
optimally covered by this assay but who will often undergo
allogeneic stem cell transplantation.
While we confirmed the feasibility of use of this test in

patient blood and bone marrow (Table 1, Figure 5), future
work is needed to test the utility of this technique in large
cohorts of patients and to determine the specific impact of
MRD detection on AML patient outcomes in this setting.
Overall, we believe that this UMI-based RNA-sequencing
assay provides a high-throughput, reproducible, and
broadly applicable tool for standardized detection of
residual disease in patients with AML.
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normal donor is represented as a dashed line. Pre-SCT: before stem cell transplantation; Path CR: pathological cytomorphological complete remission; Allo-SCT: allo-
geneic stem cell transplantation.
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